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Director’s Welcome
Welcome to Temple Bar Gallery + Studios’ 2016 Programme. In this
publication we outline our five major exhibitions for the year, along with
information on our studio membership and opportunities for artists at
Temple Bar Gallery + Studios.
The exhibition programme for 2016 is again focused on a form of
expansive exhibition-making. It is full of collaborations, co-commissions,
partnerships, cross disciplinary practices, performative interventions.
Reflecting the ethos of TBG+S as a studio organisation, most of the
work on display will be commissioned by us or co-commissioned in
partnership with others, thus highlighting our commitment to the
production of new work.

Welcome

In 2016 there is a clear emphasis on solo exhibitions, with a strong
representation of Irish and international artists. Political undertones,
both subtle and overt, are somewhere present within the exhibitions, in
some cases reflecting upon the artists’ place in today’s Ireland, as well as
offering reflection on the last 100 years of Irish history.
Artists who will be presenting solo exhibitions are Amie Siegel (USA)
curated by Megs Morley, Declan Clarke (co-commissioned with Belfast
Exposed, CCI Paris and Trinity Creative), Orla Barry and Barbara Knezevic.
As well as this, a group exhibition featuring artists Michelle Browne, Jesse
Jones, Lisa Marie Johnson, Ella de Burca and Avril Corroon, curated by
Rayne Booth (Programme Curator), will consider women’s place in the
city, the economy and Irish society. As well as these exhibitions, we look
forward to hosting the 6th edition of the Dublin Art Book Fair.
TBG+S will again work with a writer to offer an alternative form of writing
on art. We are delighted to announce Claire Louise Bennett as our
commissioned writer for 2016.
As a studio organisation in Dublin City, we deeply value the place of the
artist in the city – artists are important to cities, as cities are to artists.
TBG+S would like to acknowledge all our audiences, supporters and
funders and, the artists we will work with throughout 2016. We look
forward to seeing you many times throughout the year and hope you will
enjoy the Programme.
Cliodhna Shaffrey
Director
Temple Bar Gallery + Studios
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The Fortune Teller by Moira Brady Averill and Isadora
Epstein, as part of Studio 6 Open. Image by Louis Haugh

Studio 6 Open + Studio 27

Temple Bar Gallery + Studios offers professional
artists the opportunity to work from large and
well-appointed artist studios through three
open call opportunities annually. Application
forms and guidelines on how to apply for these
opportunities will be available from our website
approximately one month prior to
each deadline:

Graduate Residency Studio
The Recent Graduate Residency offers a
free studio for one year to an artist who has
graduated from an undergraduate degree in
the past three years.
Deadline for applications: Friday 25 November
2016 at 5pm

Masterclass Series 2016
A new masterclass/seminar series invites
leading artists to engage with a group of studio
Membership Studios
members at TBG+S for one day. The series will
Membership Studios offer a three year tenure
and are aimed at artists who are at a developed also include a public lecture or in-conversation
by the invited artists. More details will be
stage in their careers.
available soon.
Deadline for applications: Friday 22 April 2016 at 5pm
www.templebargallery.com/studios/apply

Project Studios
Project Studios offer a one year tenure and
are generally awarded to artists at an earlier
point in their career.
Deadline for applications: Friday 14 October
2016 at 5pm

Suomenlinna
Sveaborg
Kaapeli
Cable Factory

Helsinki Artist in Residency (HIAP) Exchange
The HIAP/TBG+S Residency Exchange allows
one Finnish artist to live and work in Dublin for
a period of two months and enables an Irish
artist to spend six weeks in residency at HIAP, in
a live/work studio on the island of Suomenlinna
in Helsinki.
Deadline: TBA (December 2016)
The HIAP residency exchange is made possible
by the support of the Finnish Institute, London.

Studio
Spaces

2015 HIAP Residency recipient Hanna Husberg in Studio
24 at TBG+S

Opportunities

Membership + Residencies+ Stu

Studio 6 Open
Studio 6 Open Programme invites artists and arts groups to propose
a series of six monthly events to take place in Studio 6. There is an
emphasis on a public element, and TBG+S will offer Studio 6 free of
charge. Projects that have taken place so far under this programme
include spoken word nights, film screenings and reading groups.
There is a rolling deadline for this opportunity so get in touch with
us to discuss your idea for how you would use the space and make
your proposal.
Please note that we do not accept proposals for exhibitions in Studio 6.
Email: studio6open@templebargallery.com

Studio 27
TBG+S offers the use of Studio 27 to arts collectives who are working
towards a specific project (festival, exhibition etc.), as an office and
meeting space in the run up to their public event. Studio 27 has recently
been used by platforms such as PLASTIK Festival and Dublin Gallery Map
as an office and administrative base. Studio 27 is also available for short
term use by any member of our alumni. If you are interested in making
use of Studio 27, please contact studio6open@templebargallery.com
Still not sure how you can get involved? Get in touch with us directly
about your project or idea by emailing info@templebargallery.com
We have a variety of space hire options for events and student exhibitions.
Get in touch about this by emailing spacehire@templebargallery.com
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Robert Armstrong

Aurélien Froment

Miranda Blennerhassett

Aoibheann Greenan

Michael Boran

Joe Hanly

Elaine Byrne

Jaki Irvine

Ruth Clinton and Niamh Moriarty

Ramon Kassam

Paul Coleman

Caoimhe Kilfeather

Avril Corroon
(Recent Graduate Residencey)

Susan MacWilliam

Kevin Cosgrove

Lucy McKenna

Vanessa Donoso López

Sibyl Montague

Mike Duhan

Joe Moran

Stephen Dunne

Alison Pilkinton

Gerry Farrell

Atoosa Pour Hosseini

Sean Fingleton

Margaret Tuffy

Hannah Fitz

Maggie Madden

Support
Us

Artist Stephen Dunne in Studio 24

Studio
Members

TBG+S Supporters Club BBQ captured by Frank Corry’s SmartPhotoPost

Supporters Club

Current Studio Members 2016

Would you like to support us to make great art happen?
Join our TBG+S Supporters Club and become part of a network
of artists and art lovers who care about the visual arts and gain
a greater insight into the world of contemporary art.
TBG+S Supporters Club Membership begins from as little as €50 (or
€25 for students/unwaged). Benefits include access to an exclusive
programme of Talks by guest speakers including writers, curators
and artists; tickets to the TBG+S Summer Rooftop BBQ and to
HEEBEEGEEBEES — TBG+S’ live music Halloween fancy dress party.
For those who want to play an even greater role in supporting TBG+S,
they can join for €250 and €500 respectively and will receive extra
benefits, such as curator-led tours of the artists’ studios at TBG+S,
discounts on art work and a direct line to executive and curatorial team
for advice on collecting, installing and re-hanging your artworks.
For a full list of benefits and to sign up online visit www.templebargallery.com/
support or email Muriel Foxton at muriel@templebargallery.com.
TBG+S Supporters Club is established to help support Temple Bar Gallery + Studios,
bring together a community and connect them with each other. All the income
raised from this fundraising initiative goes back into our programme.
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In 2016, a series of three supporters’ club talks invite artists,
curators and inspiring individuals to speak on an areas of their
practice and research, under the theme ‘Production, Practice, Ideas’.
Talks are free for Supporters Club members. Those interested in
attending should contact muriel@templebargallery.com to book
your place and for more details on how to join our supporters club.

Supporters
Talks

Wednesday 16 March 2016 | 6.30pm
Emily Pethick is Director of the Showroom Gallery, a non-for-profit
space in North West London. From 2005-2008 she was the director of
Casco, Office for Art, Design and Theory, in Utrecht, The Netherlands.
From 2003-2004 she was curator at Cubitt, London. She has contributed
to numerous catalogues and magazines, including Frieze, Artforum
and Afterall.
Autumn 2016 (Date TBA)
Susan MacWilliam is a studio member at Temple Bar Gallery + Studios.
With an interest in that which is on the periphery of the mainstream and
which falls beyond conventional fields of science and psychology Susan
MacWilliam’s work considers perceptual phenomena and the world of
the paranormal and the supersensory. Susan represented Northern
Ireland at the 53rd Venice Biennale, 2009.
Winter 2016 (Date TBA)
Vivienne Dick is an internationally-celebrated film-maker and artist and
was a key figure of the late 1970s and early 1980s No Wave movement
in New York, along with Nan Goldin, Lydia Lunch and many others.
Shot on Super-8, 16mm and video, Dick’s films slip between fiction
and documentary, with fragmentary narrative, dislocated imagery and
compelling self-reflexive performances.

Fantastic Friend: €50
€80 for two people
€25 student/unwaged

Super Supporter: €250

•

Receive a gift of a limited edition
TBG+S tote bag designed by artist
Niall de Búitlear

•

Pre-Culture Night access to curator-led
tours of the artists’ studios at TBG+S

•

Attend our exclusive series of Supporters
Club Talks with three guest speakers
each year

•

Thanks and acknowledgement as a
Supporter in the annual programme
brochure and on the website.

•

Get invited to our annual Supporters
Club Rooftop BBQ

•

The use of Studio 6 for one day of the year
(subject to availability)

•

Free ticket to HEEBEEGEEBEES, our spooky
Halloween live music BYOB event

•

A free copy of our publication Generation:
30 Years of Creativity at Temple Bar Gallery
+ Studios

•

Your name on our Supporters webpage

•

Share your benefits with a chosen friend

•

Be the first to receive invites to exhibition
openings, parties, talks and events, at
least two days before our regular mailing
list

•

Get first preference on event bookings

•

Gain access to all of our ticketed events
(screenings, gigs etc.) for free

Supporters
Club

Supporters Club Talks

All the above benefits plus:
•
Receive a quarterly newsletter from the
Director

Business Champion:
€500 | €900
All the above benefits plus:
•
Direct line to executive and curatorial
team for advice on collecting, installing
and re-hanging your artworks
•

Curator’s Pick guide at one graduate
exhibition in Dublin

•

10% discount on available artworks
purchased through the gallery

Support TBG+S with €900 and receive:
•
Use of the TBG+S Building, Studio 6,
Atrium and Balconies, for your personal
or corporate events (in consultation with
TBG+S and subject to availability)

Exhibitions
Talks + Events

Installation view of Against The Enamel by Priscilla Fernandes (2014) Image by Kasia Kaminska
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The Hopeless End of a Great Dream

Imitation of Life

This exhibition brings together two of Siegel’s most recent film
works; The Architects (2014, Commissioned by Storefront for Art and
Architecture as part of Office US) and Quarry (2015). Both of these films
delve into the world of architectural construction and luxury real estate
to expose uncanny relationships between art, labour and value.
Exhibited together for the first time, the two films underline
Siegel’s distinctive tracking shots and sudden tableaux, to
reveal and montage increasingly elaborate layers and strategies of
re-creation and simulation. Ultimately the representation of living or
“life” exposes a complex economy of production and speculation.
Amie Siegel
b. 1974, Chicago, USA
Recent exhibitions include: Amie Siegel: Provenance at
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Amie Siegel.
Part 2: Ricochet at Kunstmuseum Stuttgart.

Declan Clarke, Still from The Most Cruel of all Goddesses (2015)

Amie Siegel, The Architects, 2014, HD video, colour,
sound, (still). Commissioned by Storefront for
Art and Architecture as part of Office US. Image
courtesy the artist and Simon Preston, New York

Fri 19.02.16
		– Sat 02.04.16

‘Imitation of Life’ is the first solo exhibition in Ireland of the
internationally renowned American artist Amie Siegel, guest
curated by Megs Morley.

Fri 22.04.16
		– Sat 18.06.16

A new film commission by Declan Clarke

Amie Siegel

Using Trinity College Dublin as a backdrop, this new film work by
Declan Clarke takes a number of forgotten episodes in Irish history
as its starting point. Clarke grounds these episodes in the political
present, so that they function as commentaries on the causes, effects,
and ongoing ramifications of the current political climate. Visually
and thematically referencing the tropes of post war European cinema,
Clarke blurs real and fictional stories to create a complex palimpsest of
narrative development, compelling characters and mysterious events.
Temple Bar Gallery + Studios, Belfast Exposed, Centre Culturel Irlandais
Paris and Trinity Creative (Trinity College Dublin), have collaborated to
commission a major new film work by Declan Clarke. The film will be
exhibited in April in Dublin, with a further public screening at Trinity
College Dublin. It will then go on to be exhibited in Belfast Exposed in
May and in Paris at the Centre Culturel Irlandais in September 2016.
Declan Clarke
b. 1974, Dublin
Studied: National College of Art and Design, Dublin,
and Chelsea College of Arts, London.
Recent Exhibitions include: HOME Manchester, The Hugh Lane
Gallery Dublin, Tromsø Kunstforening, Norway.
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My Brilliant Friend

This exhibition, curated by Rayne Booth, asks five artists to consider
female solidarity, work, economy, protest and how to negotiate life in
Dublin as an artist and a woman in 2016.
Economically and politically, the city and the country is changing.
As a country, we have become more liberal over the past 30 years and
yet Ireland is still one of the most oppressive of European states when
it comes to issues of human rights and reproductive rights. Years of
austerity have given way to an economic boom, and yet space in the
city is at a premium and living accommodation and creative workspace
beyond the grasp of many. Living in the city is becoming harder.
Perhaps collaboration and community is the only way forward.

»

»

Fri 01.07.16
		– Sat 10.09.16

Avril Corroon, digital sketch for Magnolia and the Landlord HD video (2015)

Fri 01.07.16
		 – Sat 10.09.16

Michelle Browne, Avril Corroon, Ella De Búrca,
Lisa Marie Johnson, Jesse Jones
Michelle Browne
b. 1977, Galway
Studied: NCAD & Dutch Art Institute
Recent Exhibitions: Border Crossings, SASA Gallery, Adelaide, Australia, Excuse me
I’m not Finished (with The Performance Collective), NCAD Gallery, Dublin, Forecast
Public Art Project, Thomastown, Co.Kilkenny.
Avril Corroon
b. 1991, Co. Westmeath
Studied: National College of Art and Design, Dublin.
Recent projects: Knowledge and other myths in Platform Arts Belfast 2016, a
group residency and exhibition in Hotel Maria Kapel NE 2016, Plastik festival film
screening at Irish Film Institute 2015.
Ella de Búrca
b. 1986, Dublin
Studied: N.C.A.D & I.A.D.T
Recent Exhibitions: Post-Peace, Akbank Sanat, Istanbul, 2016, Curated by Katia
Krupennikova. Otherwise, WYSPA, Gdansk, 2015, Curated by Marysia Wieckiewicz.
Cramphographies, KW Institute, Berlin. 2014, Curated by Note-On.
Lisa Marie Johnson
b. 1979, Co. Carlow
Studied: National College of Art and Design, Dublin (Postgrad)
Selected Projects: included in ‘The history of performance art Ireland’ 2014 and
Jane Humphries’ upcoming book on women performance artists 2016, featured
performance artist in a Vivienne Dick film “Red Moon Rising, 2015, ‘The Map is not
the Territory’ exhibition and book with Fatin Al Tami.
Jesse Jones
b. 1978, Dublin
Studied: N.C.A.D & I.A.D.T
Recent Exhibitions: NO MORE FUN AND GAMES, The Hugh Lane Gallery Dublin,
2016, The Other North, Artsonje Centre Seoul, Korea + The Other North, CCA
Londonderry, 2013.
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Breaking Rainbows

Dublin Art Book Fair

Using a year’s production of her own wool from her farm in south Co.
Wexford, Orla Barry, artist and shepherd presents a new live performance
& video installation entitled ‘Breaking Rainbows’. Taking inspiration
from a variety of sources about rural existence, both historical and
autobiographical and inspired by practices such as Amoebaean singing
and Cottage economies, Barry works with three actors to make a
compelling, unstable performance about the disconnection from, and
destruction of the natural environment.
Orla Barry
b. 1969
Studied: University of Ulster, Belfast, De Ateliers Amsterdam
Recent Exhibitions/Projects: The Project Arts Centre, Dublin,
The South London Gallery, Tate Modern London, If I cant dance,
Amsterdam, IMMA.

Dublin Art Book Fair 2015

Thurs 10.11.16
		– Sun 13.11.16

6th edition

Orla Barry, Mountain, 2014, Performance still

Thurs 29.09.16
– Sat 05.11.16

Orla Barry

Entering its 6th year, the Dublin Art Book Fair provides an important
touch point between Irish audiences and international book makers
and publishers.
Presenting art books, artists’ books and zines from 50 Irish and
international publishers, as well as, running a host of events from book
launches, workshops, panel discussions and key note lectures, TBG+S
will present the 6th Dublin Art Book Fair. Forming a link with third
level institutions, we will continue to develop relations to explore the
convergence of art and design, specifically in areas of book design and
graphic design, publishing and art.
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TBG+S Writer

Barbara Knezevic will exhibit new work at TBG+S concerned with
absence, presence and the difficult spaces in between. What is left
behind by things when they seem to be gone? The exhibition will
consider the exposure of artworks; to light, to viewing, to time, and
the exposure of materials to humans and to each other; a motley
constellation of active entities.
Barbara Knezevic
b. 1977, Sydney, Australia
Studied: Sydney College of the Arts and National College of
Art and Design, Dublin
Recent Exhibitions: Seachange, Tulca Festival of Visual Art
the Lab Dublin, Golden Thread Gallery, Belfast.

Claire-Louise Bennet

Temple Bar Gallery
+ StudiosWriter

Claire-Louise Bennet

Barbara Knezevic, embers, 2016, leather, burnt pine broom handles,
dimensions variable

Fri 25.11.16
– Sat 28.01.17

Barbara Knezevic

In 2016, TBG+S is pleased to be working with writer Claire-Louise Bennet.
The TBG+S Writer commission invites emerging Irish authors to create a
series of writings inspired by each exhibition in the TBG+S programme.
In 2015 Sara Baume was the inaugural TBG+S Writer, and her essays will
be published as a collection in summer 2016. Each written piece will be
available to download via the website and to pick up in the gallery.
A publication of these pieces will also be published at the end of the year.
Claire-Louise Bennett grew up in Wiltshire and studied literature
and drama at the University of Roehampton, before moving to Ireland.
Her short fiction and essays have been published in The Stinging Fly,
The Irish Times, The White Review, gorse, and elsewhere. She was awarded the
inaugural White Review Short Story Prize in 2013 and has received bursaries
from the Irish Arts Council and Galway City Council. Her debut book, Pond, was
published by The Stinging Fly (Ireland) and Fitzcarraldo Editions (UK) in 2015,
and will be published by Riverhead (US) in summer 2016.
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Talks + Events

In the gallery, talks and events take place in conjunction with each
exhibition and can include curator and artists talks, exhibition walkthroughs, workshops, screenings, and a monthly guided tour across
three art galleries in Temple Bar.


»

Studio Talks

Our series of public talks and events present visitors with a further
opportunity to gain an insight into the range of artistic practices that
take place at TBG+S. They are usually free of charge and are bookable
via our website.

Artist Talk with Rhona Byrne in her exhibition Huddle tests

Exhibition Walk-Through of Display Show with curator Gavin Wade
and artist Celine Condorelli

Guided Art
Gallery Tours

Talks + Events

»

Studios are at the heart of what we do. Through our programme of
studio Talks + Events we aim to open out artist’s studio practices to all
and invite visitors to discover more about art by experiencing where
and how it is made.
Our programme of studio talks and events are free and open to all and
can include artists film screenings, artists talks in their studios, open
studios, curator talks, workshops and group studio visits.
Talks and events are planned regularly and on a rolling basis so check
our website for information on what is coming up.
If you would like to arrange a bespoke studio visit for your school, group
or educational programme, please contact the TBG+S office.

Culture Night tour of the TBG+S studios with artist Aurélien Froment, Exhibition Walk-Through of Display Show with curator Gavin
Wade and artist Celine Condorelli, HARE SQUEAD at HEEBEEGEEBEES 2015, Artist Talk with Rhona Byrne in her exhibition Huddle
tests, Artist Charlotte Prodger and guest curator Linsey Young take part in an informal Q+A over coffee, Culture Night tour of the
TBG+S studios with artist Barbara Knezevic and TBG+S Studio Artist David Eager Maher leads a drawing workshop as part of
National Drawing Day at TBG+S
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Staff
Clíodhna Shaffrey (Director)
Rayne Booth (Programme Curator)
Anne Kelly (Finance Manager + Development Coordinator)
Muriel Foxton (Marketing Coordinator + Arts Administrator)

Thanks to everyone who visited and supported us in 2015. Our special
acknowledgement to the following group of people who have been
especially generous with their time and expertise.

Board
Niall Kelly (Chairperson)
Robert Armstrong
Kevin Cosgrove
Karen Downey
Martin Mackin
Susan MacWilliam
Neil O’Herlihy
Paul Robinson

A huge thank you to all our interns and volunteers in 2015.

A special thanks to Jean Mann, Sophie Behal, Tanad Williams, Kasia
Kaminska and Laura Woulfe.

Róisín Bohan, Caroline O’Hora, Dina Ryan, Cats Byrne, Róisín Power
Hackett, Caterina A. Adrover, Finbar Deery and Lorna Hayden.
All our studio members and exhibiting artists and curators in 2015
Aoibheann Greenan, Celine Condorelli, Andrew Lacon, Eilis McDonald,
Flore Nove Josserand, Yelena Popova, Gavin Wade, Christopher Williams,
Rhona Byrne, Charlotte Prodger, Linsey Young.
A very special thanks to all the members of our Supporters Club.
Main funders
The Arts Council
Dublin City Council

Thank you

Staff

Curatorial Advisory Panel 2016
Rayne Booth (Programme Curator)
Karen Downey
Stephen Dunne
Alison Pilkington
Clíodhna Shaffrey (Director)

Other contributors
Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht
British Council
Ireland Funds
FRAME Finland
HIAP – Helsinki International Artists in Residence
The Finnish Institute
French Embassy
L’Institut Français
Business to Arts
Trinity College Dublin | Trinity Creative Challenge
David Joyce + Emma Conway/Language
Temple Bar Cultural Trust
The Temple Bar Company
Dublin City Arts Office and The Lab
Arts Audiences
Thanks to all of the schools and institutions that took part in
the TBG+S Education Programme in 2015/16.
All of our visitors and participants THANK YOU!
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Culturefox.ie is the definitive online guide to Irish
cultural events, giving you complete information about
cultural activities both here and abroad.

Image: Ella De Burca’s performance ‘The Pull’ in the TBG+S Atrium, November 2015,
featuring aerialist Elaine McCague (LoosySmokes)

To find out what’s on near you right now, visit
Culturefox.ie on your computer or mobile phone.

Download the FREE App
available now for:

iPhone | Android | Blackberry
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TEMPLE BAR GALLERY + STUDIOS
5-9 Temple Bar
Dublin 2, Ireland
t. + 353 1 671 0073
www.templebargallery.com
Twitter + Instagram: TBGandS
Find us on Facebook
Admission free
Gallery Opening Hours
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